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ABSTRACT 
RFID Network Planning (RNP) strategy based on the functional parameters is often deployed in large scale 

applications to efficiently track assets and can lead to significant revenue gain. Topology network design is the 

most important factor in hard optimization problems of network planning. This paper present a novel approach of 

firefly algorithm correlated with Monte Carlo simulation and DBSCAN technique. The sequence of operation 

started with Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) which is used to generate tag placements based on network topology 

design modules as a method to evaluate the deterministic indicators in NP-hard problems. The generated data are 

utilized as an input representation to apply into firefly algorithm based on Density-Based Algorithm (DBSCAN) 

to find the optimal network solution. The current work has produced much superior results for large scale and 

show the effectiveness in C-Shape. The results show that the proposed algorithm is capable of achieving high 

coverage and use of fewer readers in actual design conditions. 

 

INTRODUCTION  
Radio frequency identification (RFID) is one of the Automatic Identification and Data Capture (AIDC) 

technologies which enable the automatic collection and storage of data in a computer system [1]. RFID is one of 

the robust solutions which involve a set of activities used to design the access part of a wireless network. It has 

been adopted by industry, luggage tracking systems in airports, antitheft systems, electronic toll collection 

systems, and in the academic world such as modern academic library etc. [2]. Most studies investigate the use of 

RFID to find the optimal evaluation of objective functions in NP hard problem. These objective functions mainly 

involve minimum number of readers needed to cover an entire region, the interference between two or more RF 

readers’ fields that may overlap and interfere with each other, and signal propagation that represents the minimum 

power required at a RFID tag antenna[3]. However, the structure of the network is strictly related to the topography 

of the environment and effective geometrical parameters. Giampaolo et al. [4]place the reader’s antennas on two 

side walls and apply the Particle Swarm Optimization PSO algorithm for planning in L shape environment system. 

Kim et al. [5]deploy the RFID systems in terms of tracking coverage by dividing the area into equal rectangles 

and specify the reader position in the center of each such rectangle. Bhattacharya and Roy [3] find that the possible 

positions of the readers depending on physical distribution of the items. Based on the above, they used Particle 

Swarm Optimization (PSO) to find optimal RFID network reader placement. Botero and Hakima[6] propose a 

software tool to assist in the topology design based on rectangular region with circler interrogation. They obtain 

optimal solutions for RFID multi-objective functions by applying Genetic Algorithms. Ting et al. [7] present a 

feasibility study of RFID positioning system using grid cells. Al-Naima and Hussein [8] developed a GUI software 

tool based on the parameters and the number and locations of tags as an input. This planning strategy applies the 

PSO algorithm successfully in RFID network planning. Gong et al.[3] present a novel local topology. In this 

method, the adaptive small-world network model correlated with PSO algorithm (ASWPSO). The probability of 

randomization and the size of neighborhood are used to adjust based on the convergence state of the swarm. Chun 

et al. [9]used the K-means model as a cluster algorithm correlated with fuzzy-ART to optimize the Simplified 

Swarm Optimization (SSO) algorithm in order to find the best RFID network planning design strategy. Thus, 

related studies concentrate on the use of RFID technology based on Topology Network Planning to present a 

novel view of RFID reader placement in RFID networks. The Monte Carlo simulation method is used to generate 

the tags distribution based on topology design condition to find a solution that ensures the complete tags coverage 

which allows an RFID network to support real-time tracking and localization. In this paper, UTHM library is 

considered as non-traditional layout designs models. The objective functions correlated with DBSCAN technique, 

and the firefly algorithm as a method to find the optimal solution. 
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NETWORK PLANNING FORMULATION 
Modeling is the process of producing a representation of some system of interest. It aims to describe the different 

aspects of the real world, their interaction, and their dynamics through mathematics. In RNP problems, the 

mathematical model must be able to address universal concepts in order to obtain a successful numerical 

simulation[2]. The method for the development of engineering models can be planned as in below: 

 

Stage1: Topological Model 

The topology of the RNP area is very crucial for a highly complex optimization problem. This feature can ensure 

the accurate tag distribution in the working area in order to generate the best results. The design of the RNP 

topology can justify the optimum setting for parameters of interest based on the reliability characteristics of the 

tag positions [10]. Type equation here.In this study, the mathematical formula of Topological Model considered 

a UTHM library.  This model represents a complex task because of the circular shape of the building and the C-

Shape of the stored distributed books. Monte-Carlo simulation approach was applied for generating synthetic 

data[11] as the following: 

Step 1: Generate random normal values for tags position in each storage length that are identically and 

independently distributed using the formula: 

x = r ∗ cos(θ)                                                                                  (1) 

y = x ∗ tan(θ)                                                                                  (2) 

where r is the radius from the center of the building to the stored books location. (θ) is the centerline angle of 

book storage position.  

Step 2: Generate random data series for tags layout distribution in the warehouse as the formula: 

Xn = ∑ xi                                                                                     (3) 

Yn = ∑ yi                                                                                      (4) 

 

Step 3: Store the set of tags position for transfer to the firefly algorithm to find the optimal readers position based 

on the RFID objective function. 

Λ =  (Xn, Yn)                                                                                                 (5) 

 

Stage 2: RFID Objective Function Parameters 

The setting of parameters in the RFID objective function optimization is very critical. The RFID system is intricate 

when applied in network planning. The RFID system must fulfill the objective function; otherwise it will be a 

huge burden to the corporation or company. The effective parameters are working in a certain sequence in the 

RNP network planning. This sequence expresses the correlation between the parameters that need to be balanced 

when the FRID system is applied. The high impact of applying a highly complex system such as the RFID system 

can be achieved by reliable RFID planning system. The reliable parameters are considered by the Electronic 

Product Code (EPC). The specific values of these parameters are shown in Table 1 

 

Table 1: RFID System Parameters 

Parameters Values in C1G2 Standard 

RFID Reader System Operating Frequency  UHF band: 902-928 MHz 

RFID Reader Transmitting Power  (20:30) Dbm 

RFID Reader Antenna Gain (Gr) 6.7dBm 

RFID Tag Antenna Gain (Gt) 3.7 dBm 

RFID Reader Minimum Power  -80 dBm 

RFID Tag Minimum Power  -20 dBm 

Wave Length (λ) 0.328m 

 

One of the most important objectives employed in this model is optimal tag coverage (C) that enables the ability 

to detect and obtain the IDs of all of the deployed tags [10]. It can be considered the sum of the difference between 

the actual power received by each tag to the required power and is formulated as[12]: 
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              (6) 

 

 

Ptagi= Actual received power at each tag 

Preq= required threshold power  

NT=Number of tags in working area 

The Friis transmission equation power at each tag can be calculated by the following equation: 
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where λ is wavelength (m), Pr is power input at receiving antenna, Pt is power output at transmitting antenna, d is 

distance between tag and reader, Gt is transmitting antenna gain, Gr is receiving antenna gain. The tags located 

inside the reading area will normally be detected, but collisions will occur if any other reader interferes. The 

problem of interference can be solved by separating the reader’s interrogation ranges and varying the radiated 

power of readers. Due to changing the positions of readers away from each other and variation of radiated power, 

the interference is formulated as:  
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where Nmax represents the total number of readers, “dt” represents the distance between readers, Ri represents 

the position of ith reader, Rj represents the position of jth reader, ri represents the interrogation range of ith reader 

and rj represents the interrogation range of jth reader. The set of present objective functions will be applied in the 

firefly algorithm to find the optimum level of network planning.  

 

Stage3: Density-Based Algorithm  

Density-Based Algorithm (DBSCAN) is a data clustering algorithm proposed by Ester in 1996. It is a method of 

quick logical division by grouping a set of points in a space that are closely packed together [13][7]. In this paper, 

the DBSCAN algorithm is used to break the tag distribution area into smaller parts in order to discretize them into 

several small typical density points making them a discrete problem. The aim of using this method is to classify 

the tags into groups to find out the primary number of required readers that are needed to cover the tags and the 

primary position of each reader. The idea of using this information as an input representation to the firefly 

algorithm is to reduce the iteration process and increase the accuracy of results, especially with the large-scale 

RNP problems.  

 

DBSCAN can categorize the tags’ information positions into separate clusters that lie close to each other based 

on the reader propagation range by computing process three steps: 

Step 1: find the Eps-neighborhood which represents the cluster region of the space of propagation range radiated 

from the RFID reader.  

Step 2: finding Density-reachable 

step 2: Evaluate the Density-reachable of the tag distribution that can be reached by propagation based on chain 

of points. 

Step 3: Go through the selection process according to tags density.   

 

Stage 4: Setting of Firefly Algorithm 

Firefly algorithm appears to be an effective tool due to the high potential power in solving optimization problems. 

It also seems to be a favorable optimization tool in part due to the effect of the attractiveness function [7]. Three 

idealized rules are combined into the Firefly algorithm (FA) operation [7]:  

i) All fireflies are unisex so that a firefly is attracted to all other fireflies  
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ii) There is a proportional attractiveness of firefly’s brightness. The attracted one is the brighter, and if 

the firefly could not detect the brighter one, it moves randomly. 

iii) The objective function value is proportional with the brightness of a firefly. 

Light intensity and attractiveness are the main variables in firefly algorithm. Attractiveness is dependent upon the 

light intensity; therefore, the light intensity follows the inverse square law as the following equation [14][15]: 
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where I(r) represents the light intensity, r is distance, I0 represents the light intensity at the source and γ is 

considered the light absorption coefficient. The attractiveness β of a firefly is proportional to its brightness as the 

following equation: 
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where β0 represents the attractiveness at r = 0. The process of search space mainly depends on attractiveness. The 

distance between two fireflies can be defined using Cartesian distance: 
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where F is the number of problem parameters. 

Firefly i is attracted toward the more attractive firefly j, and the movement is defined as 
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where β0 is considered attractiveness at r = 0, α is randomization parameter, rand represents random number 

uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, ri;j is distance between fireflies i and j. The pseudo-code of firefly is 

available in. 

 

APPLICATION OF MDB-FA 
Three different algorithms have been combined with the aim of enhancing the exploitation and exploration of the 

search domain to solve the multi-objective radio frequency identification (RFID) network planning problem 

efficiently. The solution process is to represent each firefly as a real vector with readers. The readers’ positions 

are applied in the first two dimensions while the propagation range takes place the third dimension. The 

optimization technique is built based on changing the readers’ positions to enhance the tag coverage and the 

interference. The overall method can be described as a sequence of MDB-FA processes. These processes are to 

be applied in the sequence as shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: MDB-FA Algorithms for RNP Network Planning Optimization 

 

The operation will remain switched on until reaching the best position vectors that meet the best objective 

functions. The step-by-step operating procedure of hybrid firefly with DBSCAN algorithm based on Monte Carlo 

Simulation is described as follows: 

Step1. Generate tags position using Monte Carlo Simulation based on the warehouse design conditions as in 

equations (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). 
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Step2. Specify the Eps-neighborhood domain by calculating the radiated power of reader (r) from equation (3). 

Step3.  Initialize number of readers “N” and position Ƥs of each reader by applying the DBSCAN algorithm.  

Step4. Transfer the DBSCAN algorithm results in FIREFLY algorithm. 

Step5. Evaluate the fitness of each reader based on equations (6), (7) and (8).  

Step6. Update the position of all readers. Re-evaluate the fitness of each reader. The independent value of position 

and velocity will be specified based on the best fitness. 

Step7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 until convergence or reaching a stop operation. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The present method (MDB-FA) results are obtained through applying FA algorithms based on Monte Carlo 

simulation that observe good solutions to the multi-objective optimization RNP problem. The graphical results of 

Monte Carlo simulation algorithm are presented in Figure 2. It can be observed that the generated tags are trapped 

in the store circular domain range conditions with C-Shape tags distribution.  

 

 
Figure 2. MCS Result 

 

This result of tag distribution is similar to real store books environment in the UTHM library. Each tag is identified 

in (x,y) position and collected as a group. The set of tags is transferred to the second algorithm (i.e. DBSCAN) 

which is developed to cluster the tags based on the tag density in the selected domain. The result from this process 

is the basic number of readers needed to cover all the tags distributed in the books domain. All the present 

information tested in the firefly algorithm. Figure 3 displays the firefly plot result after the present sequence of 

operations and can be compared with Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 3: MDB-FA Results 
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This represents the traditional results of firefly algorithm in traditional application (i.e. without DBSCAN 

process). 

 

 
Figure 4: FA Result 

 

All the results are arranged in Table 5 in order to specify the propagation range of each reader and also the (x,y) 

axis  position of each reader with the amount of covered tags. 

 

Table 2:  MDB-FA Results Summary 

Algorithm 
Radiation 

pattern 

 

 

Coverage 
Reader N 

 
interference 

MDB-FA circle 100% 3 0.001 

FA circle 100% 4 0.02 

 

The results show that the MDB-FA algorithm has the ability to search and find good solutions to the RNP problem 

in case of C-Shape domain. Figure 3 observe a 3 readers to cover all the tags, while Figure 4 employ 4 readers 

which means the MDB-FA reduce the reader numbers with optimal interference.  

 

CONCLUSION 
In this paper, many of the advanced and specialized methods in the field of RNP network planning have been 

addressed. The methodology is developed to model and optimize the design of RFID system in a C-Shape which 

represents the distributed books in UTHM library. The study yielded some challenges regarding the RFID system 

operating efficiency such as optimal tag coverage, reader interference and the required number of readers. To 

solve the challenges in RNP network, the MDB-FA algorithm is developed to find the optimal number of RFID 

readers required and their location in the system.  The present algorithm satisfied the objectives which maximize 

the RF coverage, minimize the overlapped area, readers requirement and the level of interference. The presented 

approaches mimic the internal design of the tags domain and the features of tag distribution which represents a 

major destination for Internet of Things (IoT). 
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